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Elegant and perceptive musings on the world’s greatest game from the dean of American golf
writers This illuminating collection features many of Hebert Warren Wind’s most famous essays,
including “Jones Breaks Through,” his masterful portrait of Bobby Jones’s first major
championship, won in an epic eighteen-hole playoff against Bobby Cruickshank at the 1923 US
Open, and “North to the Links of Dornoch,” an evocative travelogue that established the
venerable course in the Scottish Highlands as one of golf’s premier destinations. Wind captures
Ben Hogan, Sam Snead, Byron Nelson, and Ken Venturi in their prime, and brings readers back
to an earlier era when Harry Vardon ruled the links. He profiles golf’s female pioneers—Mickey
Wright, Babe Didrikson Zaharias, and Joyce Wethered—and sings the praises of Bernard
Darwin, “the greatest writer on golf the world has ever known.” In his Sports Illustrated deadline
ode, “The 1958 Masters: Palmer at the Fateful Corner,” Wind brings Arnold Palmer’s first major
championship to vivid life and coins Augusta National’s most iconic and enduring term: “Amen
Corner.” Lyrical, evocative, and insightful, Herbert Warren Wind’s Golf Book is a must-read for
students of the game and fans of classic sports journalism. 

“Here in our country, the dean [of golf writers] is, without question, Herbert Warren Wind.
Through the years, no man has covered the golfing scene so thoroughly or so beautifully.” —
Bing Crosby Praise for Herbert Warren Wind“The dean of American golf writers.” —The New
York Times “It is his susceptibility to the exhilaration golf can generate that makes Mr. Wind so
valuable as a chronicler of the sport. His shot-by-shot recreations of great matches put readers
right in the galleries.” —The New York Times Book Review “Herb Wind is devoted to golf. He is a
fine, sensitive writer on the game whose works range from essays of the most accurately
appreciative kind to some of the finest golf reporting I have ever read.” —Bobby Jones “Golf has
attracted many fine writers, but none extols the game with more authority and affection than
Herb Wind, or more successfully conveys its gracious, fickle, generous spirit to the printed
page.” —John Updike “No American has written more knowledgeably, perceptively and
interestingly about golf than Herbert Warren Wind.” —Jack Nicklaus “It’s not possible to
overestimate Herb’s importance in golf history. From the separation of the continents to the
arrival of Tiger, he was the ultimate authority.” —Jerry Tarde, editor, Golf Digest About the
AuthorHerbert Warren Wind (1916–2005) was a longtime staff writer at the New Yorker and a
writer and editor for Sports Illustrated. The dean of American golf writers, he coined the term
“Amen Corner” to describe the famous stretch of the Augusta National Golf Course and co-
authored books with Gene Sarazen, Ben Hogan, and Jack Nicklaus. A native of Brockton,
Massachusetts, Wind graduated from Yale University and earned a master’s degree in English
literature from the University of Cambridge. He began playing golf at a young age and competed



in the 1950 British Amateur Championship. His elegant, richly detailed prose matched his
meticulous golf course attire of a tweed jacket, shirt, tie, and cap—even in the warmest weather.
Wind wrote or edited fourteen books during his lifetime, including The Story of American Golf
(1948), The Gilded Age of Sport (1961), Herbert Warren Wind’s Golf Book (1971) and Following
Through (1985). The United States Golf Association’s annual book award is named in his honor,
and in 2008 he was posthumously inducted into the World Golf Hall of Fame. According to his
friend Ben Crenshaw, “every time you read Herbert Warren Wind, you get a history lesson, a golf
lesson, and a life lesson.” 
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stories concerns the golfer who threw his clubs into the sea after a painfully bad round and
almost drowned trying to rescue them. That particular golfer happened to be a Scotsman, which
adds a certain amount of relish to the story, but it is also irrelevant. Of all the games man has
devised, supposedly for his enjoyment, golf is in a class by itself in the anguish it inflicts. For
each good reason a golfer can cite (after a fine round) why it is the most satisfying of games, he
knows there are at least two equally good reasons for giving it up for good. Few ever do it. Golf
has been played for about eight centuries now. In its modern form—that is, since the feather-
stuffed ball was replaced by the gutta-percha—it is just about 120 years old. Over that period,
golfers have continuously counseled their nongolfing friends that the game is a pernicious, habit-
forming drug and that a man is better off not to touch the stuff. The result has been that golf’s
popularity has kept on expanding and the game is now played by 20,000,000 in every corner of
the globe. You might as well tell a fellow not to have anything to do with pretty girls.As if life in
mid-century United States were not sufficiently conducive to strain and frustration, 10,000,000 of
the world’s 20,000,000 golfers are Americans. This represents an astounding growth
considering that in 1888 there were less than a dozen golfers in the country—most of them the
charter members of the St. Andrews Golf Club of Yonkers, N.Y., the first permanent golf club
organized in the United States. As late as 1913 there were only 350,000 American golfers; at the
turn of the twenties scarcely 1,000,000. Then the rush began and it has been continuing ever
since. Today, to take care of the horde, there are approximately 10,000 golf courses. (About a
thousand of this number are par-3 layouts.) These courses are spread over the entire country.
For the most part, however, they are congregated where the population is thickest, and one of
the most fantastic and yet characteristic aerial views of America is the multiplicity of courses,



each with its clearly defined fairways and its kidney-shaped traps around the greens, that the
traveler sees as his plane approaches any sizable city.It is customarily recognized, I think—even
among men who are devoted to sailing, tennis, huntin’-shootin’-fishin’, or other participant sports
—that the most dedicated follower of these diversions never becomes quite as intensely and
hopelessly embroiled as does the man whom golf takes up. When you ask most golfers why this
is so, they are of very little help. They fall back on the fifty-year-old cliché about being “bitten by
the golf bug” and then each rattles on about how bad his particular case is, like kids proudly
comparing the size of mosquito bites.There are a few contemplative golfers who have attempted
to analyze why the golf virus hits a man so hard. The game’s singular fascination, in their
consensus, rests on the fact that while you play against par, against your opponent, against the
topography, and against the elements, in golf, as in no other sport, your principal opponent is
yourself. No one touches the golfer’s ball but the golfer himself. If you slice your approach with
your 5-iron into a luxurious patch of brier, you cannot slink out of the responsibility for a rotten
shot by turning to your adversary, as you can in tennis, and exclaiming, “Beautiful forehand,
Reg!” Nor can you alibi out in the other direction with the muffled insinuation that something your
partner did accounts for your seemingly poor showing. Nobody else sliced that ball into the
rough. Furthermore, since you get no second serve, no third strike, no fourth down, you’re stuck
with it. On the other hand, when you recover neatly from the brier patch and hole your slippery
20-foot putt for a par, nobody else had a hand in it either. All the glory of the accomplishment
rests squarely on the shoulders of the guy who best appreciates your colossal skill.While man’s
battle against himself is undoubtedly at the heart of golf’s abiding appeal, there are a number of
subsidiary reasons for the game’s acceptance by its wide and variegated following. The setting
in which it is played is, for most golfers, one of the most wonderful things about it. Were it not for
the good greensward of the golf course, many hard-pressed American males, their lives
increasingly tethered by the rites of city living, might never get any farther back to nature than
growing chives in the window box of their apartment. Golfers never really lose their awareness of
the natural beauties of a golf course—the freshness of the air in the morning when the dew is
heavy on the striped greens, the pungent quietness in the evenings when the crickets start up
and the setting sun makes the fairways ahead seem lusher than velvet. Veteran golfers breathe
in these sensuous charms, but they don’t talk much about them. They view them as part of the
obvious bounty of golf. They are annoyed rather than diverted when some golfer-come-lately
begins to rhapsodize on the scene like some self-elected Tennyson. “This is golf, man!” the
veteran golfer is apt to snarl on these trying occasions. “What did you expect to find out here? A
bowling alley?”Very few golfers ever get to that stage of nature-loving where they can identify
any flora other than grass, dandelions, and occasionally poison ivy. This is understandable.
Trying to hit their shots correctly is too absorbing an occupation to admit any avocations. You will
find, with few exceptions, that any seasoned golfer who suddenly exhibits an intimate knowledge
of agronomy is deep in the throes of some concealed discomfiture. At the course where I grew
up, our leading expert on the various grass strains was not the greenkeeper but an aging boy



wonder whose game had long gone sour and who could no longer break 85 except when he
played by himself. He persisted, however, in regarding himself as a 74 golfer, and this made a
knowledge of grasses a must. “I don’t see how you fellows can putt on this Merion blue grass,”
he would groan in exasperation, his hands on his hips, his eyes fixed captiously on the green,
after he had jabbed a 3-foot putt a foot off line. “Creeping bent, that’s the only grass a man with a
delicate touch can putt on,” he would continue. “The whole course has gone to pot. You know
that spoon shot of mine that looked smothered? I hit it perfectly, really, but you can’t get a ball up
in the air from these fescue and redtop fairways. I ask you: How are you expected to play golf on
a lousy pasture?”Every enthusiast of the game, though, is a golf-course architect as well as a
golfer. He knows exactly where each hole falls short of championship quality: the green on the
first is located in the wrong spot; the trap to the right of the second green improperly penalizes a
well-played shot; the third hole should not be a dogleg; the fourth (a straightaway par 5) should
be a dogleg par 4; and so on, with infinitely more detail and passion. If he were chairman of the
Green Committee with a free hand and the necessary funds, he’d know what had to be added
and what had to come out to change his course into a testing but fair examination in golf
—“which, after all, Harry, is the idea of this game, in case you’ve forgotten.”What this golfer-
architect would end up by doing, should he ever come to power as head of the Green
Committee, would be to remodel the course so that it compensated as perfectly as possible for
his own peculiar and habitual shortcomings as a player. This is no wild assumption. Chairmen of
the Green Committee—the men elected or appointed to watch over the golf course—have
historically watched over themselves. For example, when the chairman happens to be a short
hitter, all those traps out by the 200-yard marker are suddenly condemned as unfit for human
habitation, filled in, and turfed over. Show me, as the old saying goes, the Green Committee
chairman who hasn’t chopped at least five strokes off his score, and I’ll show you a very angry
man.This purposeful myopia among amateur course designers goes back to an old pro at the
business, Charles Blair Macdonald, who flourished just before the turn of the century as our first
official National Amateur champion and as the designer of the nation’s first eighteen-hole
course, at the Chicago Golf Club in Wheaton, Illinois. Macdonald laid out the course so that the
holes marched clockwise around the perimeter of the club’s plot. The golfer who hooked on any
hole ended up in heavy rough, and if he hooked quite badly, his ball shot off the course and out
of bounds and he was penalized loss of stroke and distance. Old Charley, of course, never
hooked. He had a fine grooved slicy swing, and when he sliced, there was always ample room
out there on the right to take good care of his ball. The old boy was unbeatable on his home
course for years!Golf is unique among the “active sports” in that a man can be lacking in youth,
brawn, speed of foot, suppleness of muscle, clearness of eye, and the other athletic virtues and
still be a pretty fair golfer. This is certainly one of golf’s attractions, this fact that it is a game
which a man, or a woman, can carry through life. In Gene Sarazen’s opinion, a golfer with good
health and a sound swing should be able to play with his competence little diminished until he is
sixty-five.There is no debating, though, that the younger a person is when he takes up golf, the



easier it is for him to develop a correct and rhythmic swing. The golf swing is not a facile natural
movement (like batting a baseball) so much as it is a disciplined exercise in coordination—what
Ben Hogan calls “muscle memory.” Nonetheless, a man can take up the game with some
expectation of attaining a reasonable proficiency at an age when it is no longer safe to indulge in
contact or team sports. The same sanguine prospect applies for a man who was never
conspicuously good at games and has no athletic prime to be past. The classic example is
Walter Travis who decided to become a golfer when he was thirty-five, and four years later—in
1900—captured the first of his three National Amateur Championships.A Travis comes along
once a century, and most men who start golf after thirty, or who begin to concentrate on the
game around that age, are not fools enough to think they can duplicate Travis’ miracle. It is the
rare golfer, nevertheless, be he novice or old-timer, who can resign himself to the unflattering
reality that he is no better than his usual score. In golf, the score is the prime consideration,
whatever a man may profess to the contrary. Golfers periodically sound off about how they really
don’t care about their scores; all they want to do is hit the ball well, they’ll settle for that. In
translation this means that the speaker has been chipping and putting poorly, or is in the throes
of some such score-defeating malaise, and hasn’t much confidence of getting his touch back for
a while.That Ol’ Debbil Score, for some abstruse reason, makes double-talk experts out of men
who ordinarily have their feet on the ground, and it hatches not only more liars per capita than
any other sport (not excluding fishing) but also the most implausible liars in the world. The fish
that got away is one thing, but there is no rational accounting for the otherwise solid citizen who,
frankly in front of your gaze, plays nine shots to get his ball into the hole and, when asked what
his score was, says, “Six, dammit.” The game, in some mysterious way, must have a direct
pipeline to man’s pride.It can be truthfully stated, I think, that outscoring his opponent does
wonders for a golfer’s morale, but what really sets him up on a cloud is outscoring himself. To
illustrate—once or twice a year a golfer who regularly shoots between 95 and 100 will come onto
one of those days when he can do no wrong and will score an 88, no putts conceded other than
the usual “gimmes” under a foot and a half. As far as that golfer is concerned, he is an 88
shooter. Those rounds between 95 and 100 to which he immediately returns are all “off-rounds,”
he is not shooting his game, his game is 88. A player can have his hot streaks in football or
basketball or any other sport, but after the inevitable letdown sets in, most men are not too
stubborn about admitting that they were playing over their heads. Golfers are a race apart. They
are all convinced that they habitually play “under their heads.”There is something about the
nature of the game, too, that eternally deludes the golfer into believing that he is on the verge of
“coming into his own” and that if he corrects one tiny movement—the way he bends his left knee
or the position of his right thumb—then his swing will overnight become a vision of beauty and
even-par rounds will be no trouble at all. He begins to dream about how he will phrase his
acceptance speech after winning the National Open. This is what makes golf such a humbling
game. It looks to be the easiest of sports but it is in fact the hardest to play consistently well.
Quite frequently, the very moment a golfer thinks he has mastered the critical technique is the



precise moment when he discovers he cannot hit any shot. He wobbles off the course buried
beneath such a mountain of powerlessness that he seriously doubts if he will be able to drive his
automobile home and negotiate the difficult coordinative feat of climbing the front stairs.In their
pursuit of lower scores and higher self-esteem, American golfers invest prodigally in foolproof
accessories, the latest models in clubs, “stroke-saving” home-practice equipment—more aids to
success than for all other sports rolled together. There is nothing wrong in this, as any good pro
with a well-stocked shop will tell them. In the view of many responsible critics, however,
American golfers, in their obsession with lower scores at any price, have gone too far and done
themselves and the game a considerable disservice over the last twenty years. They have
successfully pressured Green Committees to soften up our courses to that lamentable degree
where a golfer is often no worse off after a mishit shot than after a superb one. Greens are
overwatered so that a half-topped niblick will stick. Overhanging lips have been removed from
traps so that a man can scramble out with a putter. Roughs, above all, have been domesticated
to where they are often indistinguishable from the fairways.This mollycoddling of the heart of the
game has produced lower scores, all right, and also a new breed of golfers who have forgotten
that much of the game’s satisfaction results from dealing resourcefully with the hazards. And
with the weather, too, it might be added. On a recent trip to Britain, a young friend of mine, who
had grown up with the idea that only a cloudless, windless day was fit for golf, walked onto the
first tee at Sandwich on such a day and was staggered when his English host declared that it
was disappointingly poor weather for golf. “The course will be dull today,” the Englishman added
apologetically. “There’s hardly any wind for us to contend with.”The outstanding difference in the
attitudes of Britain and America, the world’s two great golfing communities, is, very probably, the
Britisher’s zest for subduing the authentic hazards and battling the elements. He is a more
accomplished bad-weather golfer than his American counterpart, not simply because his native
island provides him with such a fine supply of bad weather, but also because the top-heavy
percentage of British courses, including those not on the seaside, have the general
characteristics of links. The typical fairways in Britain are not tree-lined, as are ours, and the
wind rampages unopposed across the exposed holes and becomes the major hazard. In the
opinion of Henry Longhurst, the celebrated “golf correspondent” of the London Sunday Times,
the American pro’s minutely detailed, synchro-meshed type of swing could have evolved only in
a country where golf is a warm-weather game and not the all-weather sport it is in Britain, where
there is no “south” to head for in winter. Bundled up in two sweaters, a strong wind making
perfect balance impossible, even the most talented British pro, in the cold months, must forgo
the niceties of what Mr. Longhurst calls “the shirt-sleeve swing.”(Incidentally, it might be
mentioned that Mr. Longhurst—along with such other British golf writers as the incomparable
Bernard Darwin and Sam McKinlay, plus our own late writers, Grantland Rice and O. B. Keeler—
has given golf a vitality in print that is probably superior to that enjoyed by any other popular
game.)British golfers play their rounds at a much faster pace than we do, a distinction that is also
true of other European golfers, South American golfers, African golfers, Asiatic golfers, and aged



Australian golfers with blisters. It is undeniable: the American, Speed’s own child, is a tortoise on
the golf course. Where it was once possible to play eighteen holes on a Saturday afternoon or
Sunday morning in three and a half hours, now you are doing handsomely if you get around in
under five. Our courses are clogged by new players who are polite as all get-out but are never
ready to play when it is their shot and by veterans who grew up in the era when caddies were
plentiful and have never learned how to watch and mark a shot themselves, which they must
when a caddie cart is carrying their bag. Above all, traffic on our courses bogs down because
our golfers (of all degrees of skill) have taken to overstudying their shots in imitation of our
professional stars who, before playing each stroke, do everything but telephone the American
Geographic Society for a report on the green ahead.Golf is certainly not the only participation
sport which offers release and relaxation, but golfers are convinced that golf does it best. In what
other game, they ask, are the pleasures of sociability interwoven so naturally with the pleasures
of an athletic contest? The rhythm of golf is unique. After a man gets into it—and always
assuming that he is playing well enough so that golf acts as a counterirritant to the pressures of
the outside world and not as a positive irritation in itself—it becomes second nature for him to
slide effortlessly from a conversation with the members of his foursome into the concentration
necessary to play his stroke and then to resume the conversation as if there had been no
interruption at all. “Hit your shot—I’ll finish the story afterwards” is a remark that occurs with such
usualness, as a friendly foursome makes its way around the course, that a golfer is hardly
conscious of hearing it or saying it. Contrast this camaraderie with the grim silence that
overtakes competitors in other sports which are played in a purportedly affable atmosphere.
Conversational exchanges on a tennis court, for instance, often begin and end with one word:
“Shot!” This is an abbreviated form of “Good shot!” If a player uses the entire expression, he is
classified as gabby. Besides, he is wantonly expending his wind.Golfers talk a lot, and they talk
very well as a rule. Out in the privacy of the course, invigorated by the sweet air and the spring of
the turf, a man opens up. He speaks his mind candidly on almost any subject. Things strike him
humorously, including himself. With so little premium placed on formal politeness, he becomes—
if not precisely “a boy again,” as some golfers like to think of themselves—at least a pretty
outward-going fellow. As long as a golfer doesn’t misuse the privilege of self-expression in the
company of his golfing cronies, he is free, after making some stupid error, to vent his infuriation
by cursing, sulking, criticizing the condition of the course, and slamming his clubs into the
ground or throwing them at any handy tree. In the outside world, this spontaneous petulance
would be held against a man. Not so among his golfing friends. They have been in the same
position; they understand.True companionship flourishes on a golf course as it does in few other
climes, and because it does, it is only to be expected that this boon should be abused. The most
skillful offenders—well enough known to have become accepted as a permanent part of
American folklore—are the country-club businessmen, the salesmen who have discovered that
they can nail their man much more easily out on the golf course, where his guard is down, than
in his office. If the salesman possesses a tournament-quality golf game, it helps immeasurably.



Every golfer admires a well-hit shot—the fluid swing, the crispness with which the clubhead
makes contact with the ball, the ever-delightful sensation of watching the ball streak for the pin,
brake itself neatly on the green, and then bobble toward the hole “as if it had eyes.” If you’re
going to have to buy from someone, you might as well give your business to a guy who can treat
you to a succession of first-class golf shots. A seasoned golfing salesman knows when to win,
when to come out all even, and when to fall apart at the seams and absorb a valuable thrashing.
For many a golfer’s money, one of the unsung classics of American art is the cartoon, executed
in the twenties, depicting the “star salesman” out on the practice green practicing missing his
short putts.The fine fabric of golf is also frequently tugged to the ripping point by golfers who are
not above deliberately “using” the social relationships the game affords as their chief tactic for
winning their matches. A sprinkling of these “natural competitors” can be found at almost every
golf club. Most of them have long since stopped trying to improve their own games, for they
discover early that a surer road to victory is helping the other fellow to lose. It is easy in golf. Your
opponent is always within conversational range.At a club in my home town there was a golfer of
this victory-first disposition who, whenever his opponent or opponents happened to be playing
well, would pretend complete lack of interest in the outcome of the match. “How can anyone
concentrate on a simply gorgeous day like this?” he would babble in a dreamy cadence. “I just
can’t take the game seriously when I’m out with you fellows—you’re too much fun to be with,” he
would sigh with affecting wistfulness, or, sometimes, it would be something on the order of
“What a fool I am not to play more of these lazy rounds when no one gives a damn if he wins or
loses.” This fellow would hack away at you with sweet talk until he made you feel like an out-and-
out boor for wanting to play your best game. Then, having lulled you into a deep torpor, he would
be all business, concede not even an 8-inch putt, become extremely technical about the rules,
and relax not for a second until he had the match safely tucked away. Walter Hagen, the
granddaddy of all tactical golfers, used to resort to a variation of this technique when he found
himself trailing a hopeful young rival in a tournament. “My, you’re hitting the ball beautifully!”
Walter would purr, all admiration. “After you win this title, kid, you and I will go on an exhibition
tour together.” The young man’s head would start to spin with dreams of fame and glory, his
concentration would weaken, Hagen would pull the match out, and then, of course, there was no
more talk of that exhibition tour together.The ways by which victory-bent golfers attempt to throw
their opponents off their games are as innumerable as the facets of human nature. Learning how
to combat or ignore them is an essential part of learning to play the game, as basic as keeping
your head down. A few years ago when Stephen Potter, an Englishman, published his book
Gamesmanship, subtitled “The Art of Winning Games Without Actually Cheating,” golfers’
reactions to Mr. Potter’s elaboration of “ploys,” “gambits,” and other devices for conquering a
superior opponent were drastically different from the reaction of nongolfing readers. This latter
group looked upon Mr. Potter as a creative man with the gift of humorous invention. Golfers,
however, were inclined to view him as a reporter who had submitted a survey on a field of old
and common knowledge, and they checked his findings in the same let’s-see-how-well-he’s-



done-it spirit with which a Vermonter would read a treatise on how to make maple sugar.The
recognition of gamesmanship, by any name, is as old as golf, and books on the subject are
almost as old. Around the turn of the century Horace Hutchinson, an early British Amateur
champion, published Hints on the Game of Golf. Here are a few typical passages from the
section called “Hints to Golfers of Riper Years.”If your adversary is badly bunkered, there is no
rule against your standing over him and counting his strokes aloud, with increasing gusto as
their number mounts up; but it will be a wise precaution to arm yourself with a niblick before
doing so, so as to meet him on equal terms.If your adversary is a hole or two down, there is no
serious cause for alarm in his complaining of a severely sprained wrist, or an acute pain
resembling lumbago which checks his swing. Should he happen to win the next hole, these
symptoms in all probability will become less troublesome.And gamiest of all:If you find yourself
being outplayed by the excellent iron approaches of your adversary, it is sometimes a good plan
to say to him, in a tone of friendly interest, “Really you are playing your iron wonderfully well today
—better than I ever saw you play it before. Can you account for it in any way?” This is likely to
promote a slight nervousness when he next takes his iron in his hand; and this nervousness is
likely, if the match is at all a close one, to be of considerable service to you. There is no rule to
prevent your doing this; only after a time will people stop playing with you.The most difficult
rounds in golf, it follows, are those you play with strangers. If you do not open yourself to their
personalities, you deny yourself half the flavor of golfing. And if you do expose yourself, you
render yourself vulnerable to the artifices of a possible “natural competitor.” The sharpest
illustration that comes to mind is the story of two middle-aged golfers I know, a doctor and a
laundryman, who fled the winter in Massachusetts and drove to Pinehurst. On the first tee of the
Number Two course they were informed by the starter that only foursomes were being sent out
onto the crowded course and were subsequently introduced to two men from Ohio who were in
the same boat. The four jovially but warily went about the business of arranging “a little match—
to make things more interesting.” Since each of the four described his usual game as being
between 90 and 95, a four-ball match for “dollar Nassaus” was agreed on, the two Ohioans to
oppose the two Massachusetts men on even terms. The doctor won the first hole with a par.
Shooting way over his head, he won the second with a birdie, the third with a par, and the fourth
with another birdie. He had never been so “hot” before and kept apologizing to his opponents
and assuring them his streak couldn’t last. En route to the fifth tee, the two New Englanders
overheard one of the Ohioans growl in grim disgust to his partner, “A 95 golfer and he’s two
under par! Why, I’ll bet that lying shyster isn’t even a doctor!”When the charms of golf are listed,
a priority consideration must be given to the game’s uniqueness in not being played on a field or
court of specified dimensions with set regulation appointments. Each golf course possesses its
own distinct and recognizable character. On a first-rate course, every hole—or almost every hole
—has its own especial character. When a golfer speaks of the third at Augusta, the fifteenth at
North Berwick, the sixteenth at Oakland Hills, the eighth at Pebble Beach, the fifth at Mildenhall,
or the thirteenth at Myrtle Beach, in his mind’s eye is an image every bit as individual and



defined as the face of a friend. The traveling golfer is always bumping into new faces or renewing
old acquaintances, and both experiences can be tremendously enjoyable.The more a golfer
travels, the clearer it becomes that, though each golf course has a separate personality, there is
an inescapable sameness to practically all nineteenth holes. Antigolf men have the nineteenth
hole in mind when they call golf “the hoof-and-mouth disease,” their point being that after a golfer
hoofs his eighteen holes, he comes in and tells you about his round at length and boringly. This
charge is not entirely true. At the nineteenth hole, men talk at length and boringly on a wide
variety of subjects.Another golfing hazard to be avoided as sedulously as the bar is the country-
club dance. Whether it is a good thing or a bad thing, it is a fact that golf in the United States
always has had overly strong social connotations. A man may own a Cadillac and send his son
to the right prep school, his wife may be active in the right charity drives, and he may have all the
other hallmarks of success, but he really hasn’t made the grade unless he belongs to the right
country club. Once he has “made” it, there are times when he wonders if it was worth all the
huffing and puffing, and the club dance is one of the times he is most conscious of the
Marquandary he is in. It is understood at most club dances that anything goes—you confide in
people how much you have always liked them, you carefully explain to other people why you had
previously thought they were uppish, you discuss in a very frank way what’s wrong with the
social setup in the community and at the club, and, furthermore, to make these points stick, you
show these people how democratic and carefree and uninhibited you can be. Life can be pretty
exhausting when the proper thing is to be conventionally improper.The more a golfer travels, the
clearer it also becomes to him that the breadth of golf’s popularity arises from the wondrous
flexibility of the game. A man can play golf any way he wants to. Or, to put it the other way round,
the matrix of golf is so all-encompassing that people of the most utterly different personalities
are convinced that golf is the game which best gives them what they hope to find in a
game.Every club has not only its gamesmen but also its supra-sportsmen who are addicted to
golf because of the incomparable opportunities it presents for demonstrating how self-controlled
and gallant they can be under circumstances which would shatter the poise of weaker men,
such as D’Artagnan and the Scarlet Pimpernel.… It has its technical watchdogs who are
devoted to golf because no other game can fulfill quite so well their fondness for protocol or offer
them as many rules to be wrangled over … its loners, introverts given to brooding and endless
practice, who gravitate to golf because it is one game a man can play and enjoy without an
opponent or a partner … its Hemingway types who still burn with the old desire to best their
buddies at physical prowess and who, when they edge into the thirties, find the golf course one
of the last safe fields of combat left to them … its intellectuals who are crazy about golf since no
other sport affords them the opportunity for deep-purple theorizing as does this game in which a
stationary ball is hit from a stationary stance … its gamblers who find the game ideal for
arranging twenty-seven or so different bets that can be decided simultaneously … its dressers
who see in golf the chance they have always wanted to express their colorful personalities,
which they do by wearing chartreuse-and-borsch-colored slacks, plaid berets, and sports shirts



depicting a Pacific island volcano in the process of eruption … its lovers of power who need not
be reminded when they bash out a 200-yard drive, a commonplace achievement in golf, that
they hit that ball farther than Babe Ruth’s mightiest home run … its misogynists who revere the
locker room as one of the last strongholds of all-male companionship … and its chasers who like
their drinks with a woman on the side and can usually find a very pretty one on the veranda.The
wonder is that only 10,000,000 Americans are golfers.Jones Breaks Through[1948]The last hole
at Inwood is a terror. Four hundred twenty-five yards long, its narrow fairway fringed with clumpy
rough and shut in by trees along the length of the drive, it would be a stern enough par 4 without
the additional menace of a water hazard. But just before the green a deceptively mild lagoon
stands guard, and this makes the eighteenth at Inwood, along with the eighteenth at Pebble
Beach and Carnoustie, one of the most frightening finishing holes in golf.One golfer who
apparently knew how to play the eighteenth at Inwood was Bobby Jones. On his first three
rounds in the National Open of 1923, Bobby had picked up two birdies and a kick-in par on this
hole by the simple expedient of hitting two brilliant shots on each round. From the day he first
strode upon the championship stage back in 1916 as the fourteen-year-old wonder from Dixie,
no one argued Bobby Jones’s genius for hitting golf shots. There was no room for argument. The
chubby youngster had everything—a graceful full swing, perfect hand action, a nice feel in his
fingers, and a pretty fair competitive temperament for a child prodigy. The puzzling thing was that
Jones, head and shoulders above the other amateurs and as good as the best professionals,
had won none of the eleven national championships in which he had appeared.Walter Hagen
had predicted that Jones would win the Open before he won the Amateur, and Walter looked to
be right when the young man from Atlanta placed his ball on a high peg on the eighteenth tee at
Inwood for the fourth time during the championship and set himself to play the seventy-second
hole. Rounds of 71, 73, and 76 had given Bobby a three-stroke lead on the field when he set out
on his final spin around the difficult Long Island layout. He had gone out in 39, much better golf
than it appears to be at first glance since the par on that nine was 37. Beginning with the tenth
his putting and his niblick recoveries had made up for his minor lapses, and his start back of 3–4–
3–4–4–3 had given him just the cushion he wanted for the one-over-par 5s he ran into on the
seventieth and seventy-first holes. Bobby had probably played all the 3s he was going to get on
that last hole, but a 4 would give him a 74 and 294 for his four rounds. Two hundred ninety-four
would be too good for the one man who still stood a chance of catching Jones, wee Bobby
Cruickshank.Jones cracked another fine drive up the eighteenth. The wind was blowing slightly
against him, so he took a spoon for his second rather than press a long iron over the lagoon. The
ball came off the clubhead fast, heading for the front left-hand corner of the green, and then it
began to hook and it kept on hooking until it finally came down in the rough near the twelfth tee.
Not a shot to be proud of but nothing to worry about. Bobby had a simple little pitch left over a
pot-bunker, so he could still get his 4, and, anyway, his 5, and that would probably be good
enough. The officials removed the chain around the twelfth tee. Bobby took a comfortable stance
and pitched the ball smack into the pot-bunker. When it took him three to get down from the



bunker, Bobby had taken an inglorious 6 and his 294 had become 296.Playing well behind
Jones, Bobby Cruickshank, one of the strongest hearts the game has ever known, was
meanwhile banging away at the three-stroke lead Jones had taken into the last round. When he
was all over the course on the first five holes, it looked as if Cruickshank could never do it. When
he followed his 2 on the sixth with a 3 and a 3 and a 4 and then another 3 and a 4 and still
another 3—an incredible burst of one over 3s for seven tough holes—Cruickshank had forged
ahead of Jones’s figures. He could do it now, very definitely. Cruickshank slipped to 5–5–4, three
over par, from the thirteenth through the fifteenth but he could still win now that Jones had
stumbled so pathetically with two 5s and that miserable 6 on the last three holes. Three pars,
three 4s, would give Cruickshank a winning total of 295.And then the picture suddenly changed
once more. Cruickshank pushed his approach to the sixteenth into the rough. He played a weak
recovery, and going too hard for one putt, took three—6 costly strokes. Winning was out of the
question now. To draw even with Jones, Cruickshank would have to shoot a par and a birdie. He
hooked his drive on the seventeenth but fought back and got his par. Now he needed a birdie 3
to tie.Cruickshank bisected the fairway with his drive on the eighteenth. With everything
depending on his second shot, the lion-hearted Scot rose to the occasion and played one of the
finest clutch shots of all time, a slashing midiron that cleared the lagoon, braked itself on the
green, and ended up 6 feet from the hole. Cruickshank looked his putt over carefully, and holed
it. He had caught Jones.That evening Bobby Jones was way down in the dumps. It wasn’t
Cruickshank’s valiant finish that hurt. If there was a silver lining in Bobby’s clouds, it was the
opportunity he would have the next day to go out in the playoff, now that Cruickshank had tied
him, and prove that he could win a championship, not back into one. He couldn’t get over the
way he had butchered the last hole. When his great friend and biographer, O. B. Keeler, had met
him as he dragged himself in disgust off the eighteenth green, Jones had refused to be cheered
up. “Well, I didn’t finish like a champion,” Bobby had shaken his head. “I finished like a yellow
dog.” He brooded over his collapse all through dinner at the Engineers Club and was still
thinking about it as he turned in for a night’s rest back at Inwood in the room he shared with
Francis Ouimet.The 6 on the final hole of the 1923 Open epitomized for Bobby his failures to
produce at the critical junctures the golf he knew he had in his system. There was always
something wrong. At one time it had been inexperience. He had outgrown it. Later it had been a
wicked temper. He had conquered it. Sometimes it had been just plain bad luck. It seemed that
all a golfer needed to play the hottest golf of his life was to find himself matched with Bobby.
Frequently it was Jones’s own lack of intelligence. It took Bobby many seasons and many
heartaches before he learned to stop worrying about what the other fellow was doing and to pit
his skill against the proper opponent, Old Man Par. When he finally learned this lesson, there
was no one who could stay anyplace close to Bobby Jones.In a country so overflowing with
infant prodigies that the child who couldn’t break off a curve sharper than Matty’s or dash off a
song hit or exhibit some other startling precocity appeared to be an out-and-out case of arrested
development, Bobby Jones was the infant prodigy. He had taken up golf at five. His mother and



his dad, a well-to-do Atlanta lawyer, had joined the East Lake Golf Club that summer, and while
they learned their fundamentals from Jimmy Maiden, Bobby knocked a ball up and down a road
bordering the course. A digestive ailment had prevented him from eating any substantial food
until he was five, and Bobby was a frail, thin little fellow. The next summer the Joneses took a
cottage on the East Lake property near the old thirteenth green. Bobby used to follow his
parents around the course, batting the ball with a cut-down cleek, worried more about keeping
up with the grownups’ pace than hitting the ball correctly. He liked to follow the new pro, Jimmy
Maiden’s brother Stewart, but Stewart paid no attention to the little fellow with the oversized
head and, after being ignored for five or six holes, Bobby would wander home. He didn’t dislike
golf, but then he liked all sports. He inherited his father’s passion for baseball; Jones Sr. had
been such an outstanding ballplayer at the University of Georgia that the Brooklyn club had tried
to sign him. At one period in his childhood, Bobby had the tennis bug—at another, the fishing
bug. An old dodge of his was to tread in all the puddles he could find on his way to school so that
he would be sent home; then he would pick up his rod and go fishing.When he was nine, Bobby
won the junior golf championship of the Atlanta Athletic Club, trouncing a boy seven years older
than himself in the final. Young Bobby had a talent for imitation. One of the standard
entertainments the Joneses provided for their guests was to call on Bobby to give his
impressions of the odd addresses and the patented follow-throughs of the East Lake characters.
Bobby could also imitate the flat Carnoustie swing of Stewart Maiden’s, which was a very good
thing. A few years later when Bob had grown to Stewart’s height and had adopted some
poundage, he was often mistaken for Stewart by golfers who had watched him swing from a
distance. Bobby’s attitude toward golf, however, was always a little patronizing until he read
about the 1913 Open and later saw Vardon and Ray when they visited Atlanta. The exciting
aspects of Ouimet’s triumph and the first-hand thrills he felt when Ray uncorked one of his
leviathan shots and Vardon nursed the ball so neatly, persuaded Bobby for the first time that golf
was a game which deserved a young man’s full attention and respect. Later on in that same
autumn—Bob was eleven then—he shot his first 80. Two years later he carried off the club
championships at East Lake and Druid Hills, scoring a 73 in the final of the latter tournament.
Bob never took formal lessons from Stewart Maiden but would search him out whenever he felt
he was doing something wrong or had struck a sour streak. Stewart could straighten him out in
three minutes.
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Dwight L. Cramer, “Wind is perhaps the best American golf writer. Wind is perhaps the best
American golf writer. Ever. It's astonishing how many of today's issues in the game/sport/
business of golf were issues in the middle of the last century. Wind is worth reading, for sure, if
you're interested in the history of the game, but he's also worth reading if you're simply trying to
understand the state of play, ca. 2014.”

Jack Morris, “Wind is the best!. Wonderful erudite writing.”
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